Time Line for the Manuscript Publishing Process
(The following is the time line for the Research /Review/Case study manuscript for processing
towards publishing in International Journal of Pharma and Bio Sciences (www.ijpbs.net)

Fast and Rapid Publishing
Author Submits the Manuscript with copy right form

Journal office sends manuscript number to the author on the same or day. (If author did
not receive the manuscript number, then can call or email to Editor)

Accepted

The Manuscript will be send to 3
reviewers including 1 from Editorial
Board member and English reviewer
for English Evaluation.

Acceptance Decision
(Provisional Acceptance)

Payment of Fees
If accepted, the fee details will be
sent along with the acceptance
email.

Rejected

Author resubmits the manuscript with
requested modification/corrections
which then follows screening/peer
review process.

(Also depends on how fast author Replies)

Editor/Assistant Editor does preliminary
screening on the Manuscript.

Duration: 7 to 10 days

Screening/Peer Review

(Also depends on how fast
author send fee and Replies)

After receiving the fee, within 1-2 weeks we will send the
formatted galley proof with plagiarism/minor technical, scientific
and linguistic comments to the author

Duration : 2 weeks
(approx.)

Author sends the Fee

Author sends the corrected and rectified galley proof to the journal

Finalising and approving the Manuscript

Journal office sends EPrint (Final publishing copy) to the author

Duration : 3 - 4 days
(approx.)

Manuscript would be listed/published in the Forthcoming Issue.
Once the manuscript is published, email/SMS alert would be sent
to the author.

For the above normal processing, we take 3 to 3.5 weeks (approx) to complete the
process for publishing.
We try to reduce this time further and it limits to the arrival of reviewer comments.
Further delay would happen if author delay in replying to our emails.
Author can check the status of their manuscript anytime in,
http://www.ijpbs.net/search_manuscript.php
In the above link they can see the waiting date. This date represents the dead line
either for authors or for us. So if the delay happens from our side, author can call or
email the editor or skype.

For ULTRA FAST process,
(Within 1week (approx.) your paper will be finalised for publishing, provided you send all
the required documents and rectify all our reviewer comments without delay.)
This process is specially for author who wants to get their paper published very fast
(faster than the normal process). In this process once we receive all document from the
author, we try to complete review process (on special request to the reviewer), galley
proofing, final Eprint and publishing within 1 week (approx.). For this editor takes special
care and authors are requested to have track in coordination with editor either by phone
or skype.
Send your query to

editorijpbs@rediffmail.com (or) editorofijpbs@gmail.com

To Contact Editor
(for submitting your manuscript or for any querry),

Email :

editorijpbs@rediffmail.com (or) editorijpbs@gmail.com

Phone : +91 9908947749
Office : +91 431 235 1476
Skype :

prasannaskype7

For all our email communication we send SMS alert. So send your mobile number when you
submit the manuscript.
For submitting your manuscript, visit “Instruction to authors” available at www.ijpbs.net. Then
draft your manuscript according to that instruction to authors. Download copy right form from
the same journal webpage. Complete and submit along with the manuscript to

editorijpbs@rediffmail.com (or) editorijpbs@gmail.com

